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1. INTRODUCTION 
In "Cohomological Aspects of Hypergraphs" [2], Chung and Graham 
investigate some properties of a "higher-order" coboundary operator, & (a~ 
(originally introduced in [7-9]),  which increases dimension by a (rather 
than just 1), and then compute some cohomology groups for the simplex 
[v~, ..., vn] over Z/(2). Chung and Graham prove four theorems about the 
operators c~ (a~ and in each theorem the binary expansion of a plays an 
important role. 
In this paper we conduct a similar investigation of the c~(a~'s for the more 
general situation where the coefficient group is El(P). As we shall see, in 
this case the base p expansion of L_a/2J plays an important role. In the pro- 
cess, we calculate the mod p rank for a certain class of signed incidence 
matrices and use this rank formula to help prove results analogous to 
Theorems 1-3 and 5 in [2] (specifically, Theorems 4.1, 5.1, 5.2, and 6.1). 
Our approach also yields an alternative method for proving the four 
theorems in [2], gives the exact bounds on n for Theorem 1, and extends 
the results of Theorem 5. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
Let p be a prime number. Given n ~> 1, let 12= [v~ .... , v,] be an oriented 
(n - 1)-simplex. Let V= {vl ..... v,} denote the underlying set for l~, and let 
V~ denote the family of oriented (k-1)-simplices of the form [vj,, ..., vjk ] 
where J1 <J2 < "" <Jk- Let Ck = CK(t ~) denote the vector space over 7//(p) 
which is generated by the J(~ V k. Then dim C k = [Vk[= (~). Regarding I) 
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as a simplicial complex, C k is simply the group of (k - 1)-chains of ~ over 
Z/(p). Any d~ Ck can be written as 
~= ~, Xc(2)2  where Z~: Vk~Z/ (p) .  
2e V k 
For k < 0 and k > n, Ck = 0, while Co is generated by the single element ~.  
Let a>~0. Let 2= [vj~, ..., vj~] e Vk and I?= [V~l, ..., v~k+, ] E Vk+a. Let X 
and Y denote the underlying sets for 2 and I >, respectively. For Y~_ X, 
define 
m( Y, J() := the number of pairs ~ < fi such that v~ s X and vp ~ Y \X  
vi~ ~ Y \X  
(2.1) 
Define the a-coboundary operator 3(ka~: Ck--* Ck+a (we shall often omit the 
k in our notation) as follows: for any 2e  Vk, let 
a(a)2= 2 ( - 1)m(Y' x) l~' 
f'E vk+a 
Y~X 
and extend this definition linearly. In other words, if Yk represents the 
family of all 2e  Vk such that X___ Y, then for Ge Ck, 
t> s Vk +a 
First, we wish to determine when ~(a~ o 6(b)= O. 
FACT 2.1. 6(a)o6 (b) = O(a, b) 6 (a+b~ where 
I7 O(a, b) = La/2d + kb/2J] 
L \ La/2J ] '  
if ab odd 
if ab even. 
Proof See [7]. | 
For c ~ 7/, write c = 5Z i>/o c(i)pC, c(i)~ { 0, 1 .... , p -  1 }, in its usual base p 
expansion. Define 
Or(e) := {i: c(i) ~ 0}. 
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For c, d E 7/, define 
res(c,d) :=the leastres idueof(Cdd)modulop.  
We recall the following result (see [4]): 
LUCAS' TI~IEOm~M. Given x = Z~-o x(i)P ~ and y = Z~= o Y(i)P ~, written in 
base p expansion (where p is a prime), we have 
/ x )  ~x(0)~(x(1)~ ~x(s)~ (mod p). 
\ y  =--\y(O)j\y(1)]"" \y(s)]  
FACT 2.2. res(c, d) =0 if and only if c(i) +d(i) >~p for some i. 
Proof (cSd)=-0 (modp) if and only if (c+d)( i)<d(i)  for some i 
(by Lucas' Theorem). But this happens if and only if c(i)+ d(i)>~p for 
some i. I 
If ab is even, then O(a, b)=-res(ka/2_], Lb/2J)(mod p). Hence, if La/2J = 
~i>~o La/2J(i)P ~ and Lb/2J = Zi~>0 Lb/2J(i)P i then we have 
FACT 2.3. fi(a) oc~(b)=0 if and only if either (i) ab is odd, or (ii) 
L a/2 J( i) + L b/2 J( i) >~ p for some i. 
In particular, we observe the following: 
FACT 2.4. I f  a=2ep t for some ~s{1, . . . ,p- -1} and t>~O, then the 
smallest b such that 8(a)o ~(b)= 0 is given by b = 2tip t where fl =p-  c~. 
In the next section, we determine the rank of a matrix, which in turn, 
gives us a formula for dim(im ~(a)). 
3. TI~ RANK OF A SIGNED INCLUSION MATRIX 
In [ 12], Wilson determines the mod p rank for the incidence matrices of 
r-subsets vs s-subsets (the problem is also discussed in [5, 6, 10]). We do 
the same for a certain signed version of these matrices. In fact, the proof 
of our result is very much along the lines of the proof found in Wilson's 
paper. 
First, we introduce the signed inclusion matrices Wr, s(n). Given integers 
r, s, and n, where r>~s, g~,s(n) is an (~) by (~) matrix of 0's, l's, and - l ' s .  
The rows of Wr, s (we shall usually suppress the n in our notation) are 
indexed by the r-subsets of an n-set V, and its columns are indexed by the 
s-subsets of V. Suppose V= {vl .... , vn} , R = {V i i  . . . . .  Vir}, and S= {vj~, ..., vj,} 
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(where il <i2< " ' "  <i~, and j l  <j2  < - "  <Js)" For R~_S, define re(R, S) 
as in (2.1). Then the entry W~,~(R, S) in row R and column S is given by 
Wr ~( R, S) = {(O, if otherwise.R~-S' 
Thus, Wr, ~ can be viewed as a matrix for the linear transformation ~r-~). 
Our goal is to determine the rank of Wr, ~ modulo any prime p. In order 
to do so, we compute a diagonal form for Wr, s- For a commutative ring 
.~, let Mm(N) denote the ring of mxm matrices over N. Two mxn 
matrices with entries in N are equivalent (we shall write D ~ M) if there 
exists an invertible matrix E in Mm(~ ) and an invertible matrix F in 
Mn(~') such that D = EMF. The matrix E is referred to as a unimodular 
matrix of M~(~)  since it is a unit in Mm(.~ ) (similarly for F). If D = (dis) 
is such that d~ s = 0 for all i ¢ j, then we say that D is a diagonal form for 
M. We henceforth restrict ourselves to the ring 0~ = Z. Since D ~ M as 
matrices over 2 implies that they are equivalent as matrices over 2_/(p), 
and since equivalent matrices have the same rank, the desired rank formula 
will be an immediate consequence of the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose r >~ s and r + s <<. n. 
(a) I f2 ]  r - s ,  then Wr, s(n) has a diagonal form the (~) by (~) matrix 
with the following diagonal entries: 
for each i ~ { O, 1 .... , s} such that 2 l s - i. 
(b) I f  2~r -s ,  and if D~_ l ,s (n-1)  is the diagonal form for 
Wr_ l , , (n -  1) described in part (a), then Wr,~(n) has a diagonal form 
D~, ~(n) = 
In the above theorem, we interpret both (-"1) and (72) as O. 
We begin the proof with some preliminaries (see [12]). Let M be an 
integral matrix. Then we define colz(M) to be the Z-module generated by 
the column vectors of M, while we let c01•(M) denote the span of the 
column vectors over the rationals. By the index of M, we mean the index 
of colz(M) as a subgroup of the module Z(M)  of all integral vectors which 
belong to co le(M ) . 
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If a diagonal form for M has non-zero entries d l ,  d 2 . . . .  , then 
Z( M)/col~( M)  _~ Z/ (d l )G  Z/(d2)® .--. In particular, the index of M is the 
absolute value of the product of the non-zero entries of any diagonal form 
of M. Given matrices M 1 and M 2 of the same shape, M 1 ~ M 2 if and only 
if M1 can be obtained from m 2 by a sequence of integral elementary row 
and column operations. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M be an integral matrix. Then M has index 1 if  
and only if M= MAM for some integral matrix A. 
Proof See [12]. | 
We also use the term "index" when speaking of submodules ~ of Z m. 
The index of J/d is the index of J as a subgroup of 
J~= {xeZm: CX e ~ for some ceY ,  c¢0}.  
I f / / l  1 and /g2 are two modules of the same dimension, same index, and if 
"~1 ~ ~/~2, then //l i = ~/ l  2 . If ~/~1 ~ ~3-~ Z m and ~//1 has index 1, then the 
quotient ~3/Jdl is a free module (since if a+~ 1 has finite order, then 
a~ =~1). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let /gl and Jd 2 be submodules of Z m. I f / / l  1 has index 
1, then any Z-basis of J¢l 1 can be extended to a Z-basis o f /g l  + Jl2 by 
adjoining elements o f / /@ 
PROPOSITION 3.3. I f  el, ..., ek is a Z-basis for a module// l  ~_ Z m of index 
1, then the matrix whose columns are die1 .... , dke k has as a diagonal form 
the m x k diagonal matrix with entries dl , ..., dk, and, in particular, has index 
dl dz ' "  dk if  all d i are non-zero. 
We are now ready to proceed with the proof of the theorem. The proof 
can be broken down into the following steps (steps (ii)-(v) are the same as 
those used by Wilson to prove his theorem): 
(i) Reduce the problem to finding a diagonal form for Wr, s when 
r -  s is even (by proving part (b)). 
(ii) Define an integral matrix Mr, s such that col~(Mr, s) = colQ( W~, ~). 
(iii) Show that M~,~ has rank (~) and index 1. 
(iv) Produce an (~) by (~) matrix E whose columns form a Z-basis 
for colz(M~, ~). 
(v) Produce an (~) by (~) diagonal matrix D such that the columns 
of ED form a Z-basis for colz(W~,~). Since ED~ W~,s, Proposition 3.3 
implies that W~, ~ has as a diagonal form the matrix consisting of D with 
(~) -  (~) rows of O's adjoined to it. An examination of the diagonal entries 
of D establishes part (a). 
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From Fact 2.1, c~ (~ o fi(b) = O(a, b) 6 (a+b~. It follows that for n ~> r ~> s ~> 
j>0 ,  
W~,,W, , j=O(r -s , s - j )  W~, i. (3.1) 
If we index our rows and columns in lexicographic order and distinguish 
between those sets which contain v~ and those which do not, we get a 
block decomposition of W~,,(n): 
Wr_l,s_l(n-- 1) Wr_l,s(n- ). 
w~,~(ni= (3.2) 
0 wr, An-  1 
To prove part (b) of the theorem, assume r -  s is odd. Using (3.1 and the 
definition of O(r -s ,  s - j ) ,  it is easy to verify that for 
E = and F = 




E and F are unimodular since they both have determinant 1. The result in 
part (b) of the theorem follows. 
We now turn our attention to the matrices Wr, s(n) where r - s  is even. 
Given matrices Ao, A1, ..., AI having the same number of rows, we denote 
by A0 [ A1 [ ..- [ A l the matrix obtained by putting Ao .... , A l next to each 
other. For 0 ~< s ~< r ~ n, define 
Mr, s:= Wr, o I HI,.,, I"'1W~,s. 
If r - s  is even, then equation (3.1) shows that col~(W~,j)_~ col~(Wr.s) for 
j~< s. Hence col~(M~,~)= col~(W,,~), and so Mr, s has rank at most (7), the 
number of columns of Wr, s. Having covered steps (i) and (ii) in our proof, 
we now deal with step (iii). 
LEMMA 3.1. For nonnegative integers s, r, n with s <~ r <~ n - s and r -  s 
even, the matrix Mr, s has rank ('~) and index 1. 
Proof  The proof is by induction on s + r + n. The case s + r + n = 1 is 
trivial. If s = 0, then Mr, 0 = W~, o, while if s = r, then Wr, s = Ws, s is the (]) 
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by (~) identity matrix. Hence, we can assume that 0 < s < r ~< n-s .  Suppose 
r = n -  s. In this case we examine 
- -T  U:= ( - -1)  t-(~- r)/2j W~,dW~,f, 
where l~,~ is the (~) by (~) matrix defined by 
, = U ~ AR, L) w,,_~,,.( , R). 
CLAIM. U is an upper triangular matrix whose diagonal entries are 
all +1. 
Proof of claim. Let A and B be two r-subsets of V. Then 




w~, AA, L) #~,/a, L) 
= Z 
L~A\B  
L¢  w,. AA, L) W,_~,~( , B). 
Since B\B=~,  U(B ,B)=( -1 )  L~/2j W~,o(B,~) W., , . (V,B)=(-1) L~/2J 
( -  1)m(v'B) = _+1. 
We now make use of a sign-reversing involution to show that if A is after 
B in the lexicographic order, then U(A, B) = 0. Let X= {L: L ~ A\B}. For 
L e X, define wt(L) :=  ( - -1)  L(r-lLI)/2d ( -  I )m(A'L)+m(L~'B) = ( -1 )  L(~-ILr~/aj 
W~, ILl (A, L) W~_ ILl, ~( L~, B). Then 
wt(L )= ~ ( - -1)  L(r-iLI)/2J W~,ILI(A,L ) W._ILI,~(L~,B) 
LeX L~A\B  
= U(A, B). 
Let imin - -min{ i :v ieA \B  } and im~×=max{ i :v ieA \B  }. For je  {1, ..., n} 
define yj := ]{ i: i > j and v i e A } I - [{ i: i > j and v i e B} [. Certainly ~ima~ ~< 0. 
Also, since A follows B in the lexicographic order, we have y~,  >~ 0. Now 
?j_ 1 > yj if and only if v~ e A\B. Hence, there is at least one index j for 
which vje A\B and ~j = 0. Let Jm~ be the max imum index satisfying these 
conditions. For  L e X, define 
~Lu {~j~ax}, if ~JmaxCL, 
(p(L) := (L\{Vjmax} ' if vj~xeL. 
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Since q~ has no fixed points, we need only show that for all L~X, 
wt(q~(L)) = -wt (L ) .  Take any L ~ X which does not contain Vjm,. Then 
m(A, ~o(L)) =re(A, L u Vjmax ) =m(A, L) --I{i: i < Jmax and vi~ L}I 
+ I{i: i>Jma,, and viEA\L } [, 
while m(cp(L) c, B) = m((Lu  {v/re.x}) c,B) = m(L c, B)- I{i :  i<Jmax and 
v,-e B} ]. Using the definition Ofjm,x and the fact that L _c A, we have 
}{i: i>  Jmax and vieA\L}[ 
= I{i: i>j~a,, and v, eA}} -]{i: i >Jmax and v~eL}l 
= 1{i: i>jmax and v~eB}l -}{i: i > Jm,x and vie L} [. 
Moreover, since vjm,x ¢B u L, it follows that 
m(A, cp(L))+m(~o(L)C,B)-m(A,L)+m(LC, B)+[BL--}LI (mod 2) 
= re(A, L) + m(r  c, B )  + r - -  ILl. 
Since ( - 1 )L(~-Irl- 1)/2j +,-ILl = _ ( _ 1 )L(,-L(L)L/ZJ, we conclude that 
wt(~0(L)) = ( - 1 )h(r-I~o(L)l/ZJ ( __ 1 )~(A, ~o(L)) +,~(e(cy, m
= ( - 1 )L (~- I~1-  ~)/aj ( _ 1 )~(A ,  L )+ m(L~, ~)+, - I L l  
= - ( - 1 )L(,-Irl)/zj ( _ 1 )re(A, L)+ m(L~, m = -- wt(L). 
Therefore, q) is a sign-reversing involution with no fixed points. It follows 
that U(A, B)= Y~L~xwt(L)=0 and we have proven the claim. Now U is 
upper triangular with diagonal entries all equal to + 1. So we can certainly 
obtain the matrix I of order (~) from U by a sequence of elementary 
column operations. Hence, there exists a unimodular matrix F such that 
UF= I. So, if we define 
2~,,, :=( -1 )  L'/zJ 1~,,0 I ( -1 )  L('-I)/2J W~,l I ' "  I ( -1 )  L(r-~)/zJ l~,,,, 
, -TF  then we have M,. ~M r s = UF=I which implies that M,,~ has rank 
(~) (~). Since --T = M,, ~(M~, ~F) M,, ~ = M .... Proposit ion 3.1 implies that M, . ,  
has index 1. 
Finally, we assume that 0 < s < r < n - s. Recall the block decomposition 
of W~,/(n) from (3.2). After permuting columns and multiplying some 
columns by -1 ,  we see that M,, ~(n) is integrally equivalent o 
(M,_ l ,~_ , (n - -  1 ) M ,_ i , , (n -~! ) ]  
0 M, ,~(n -  1) /" 
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The rest of the argument is the same as that found in the proof of Lemma 1 
in [ 12], in which the induction hypothesis is used to obtain the result. | 
Note that Lemma 3.1 along with part (b) of the theorem give that the 
rank of W~,~(n) over the rationals is ('~!) if r - s  is even and (~)  if r - s  
is odd. 
Part (a) of the theorem now follows from Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 
(see [ 12]), which represent steps (iv) and (v), respectively, in our outline 
of the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let r<~n be given. Let P= {i: i~ {0, 1 .... ,k} andr - i  
even} where k = min{r, n - r}. Say P = {i o, i~ .... , ia} where ij+~ = ij+ 2 for 
every j c { 0 .... , d -  1 }. Then there exist matrices E~, ~o, E~, ~ .... , E~, ~d such that 
E~,i: is an (~) by (~)-(/ j22) matrix whose columns are in colz(W r ~) and 
such that for each s <<, k with r - s  even, the columns of  E~, ~o [ E~, ~ 1. '.. [ E~, 
form a Z-basis for colz(M,. 's). 
Proof Induct on j. By Eq. (3.1) we know that for i ~> 1 and r -  i even, 
W~,eW~,e_~ = W~,i_~. Hence colz W~,~_l_~Colz W~,i. Let E~,e0= W,.,; 0. 
Now assume that we have constructed E~,io, E~,~, ..., E~,~: (where j<  d). 
By the induction hypothesis, the columns of E~,t0 [Er, g~ 1"" [E~,~j form a 
Z-basis for colz(M,.~j). Since colz(M~,~) has index 1 (by Lemma3.1), 
Proposition 3.2 implies that this Z-basis can be extended to a Z-basis of 
colz(M~, ~j+~) = colz(M~, i j+2) = col~(m~, ~) + col z( W~, ~ + 1) + colz( W~, ij+ 2) = 
colz(M~, gj) + co1~( W~, ~j+~) by adjoining (~+2) - (~',) vectors from 
colz( Wr, i~+~). These vectors are to be the columns of E~, g~+~. | 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let E~,~o,E~,g~, ... E~,~ be as in Proposition3.4. Then 
for s<~k (k =min{r, n- r})  such that r - s  is" even, a Z-basis for colz(W~,s) 
is provided by the columns of  
(r - io)/2 ~ E,. ((r  -- il)/2~ Er / ( r  -- i2)/2\ I 
(s io)/2; ,io (s - - i l ) /2 ]  ,,~ ~(s_iz)/2)E~,~2 ... E~,~. 
Proof With a few minor changes (such as replacing v~rs_ i)i by ((~(s_ ij~/2iJ)/2) 
n ( n and (7)-(i_~i) by (i j)-~ij-2)) the proof is the same as that of Proposi- 
tion5 in [12]. | 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
The following proposition allows us to compute the mod p rank of 
Wr, s(n) for all n>-r>-s>~O. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. For n >~ r >1 s ~ 0, the matrix Wr, ~(n) is equivalent o 
T w . . . . . . . .  (n). 
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ProoJ: Set up the matrices so that rows and columns of W?,, are 
indexed in lexicographic order, while the rows and columns of 
WT n--s,n--r (n) are indexed in reverse lexicographic order. Thus, for any r-set 
R and s-set S, the (R, S) entry of W,, s corresponds to the (R”, SC) entry of 
WT n--s,Iz--Y (4. 
Let E be the (T) by (F) matrix whose rows and columns are indexed in 
lexicographic order by the v-subsets of V, with entries given by 
m( v, F) + (n ~ Y)S > if R’= R, 
otherwise. 
Let F be the (z) by (:) matrix whose rows and columns are indexed in 
lexicographic order by the s-subsets of V, with entries given by 
if s’= S, 
otherwise. 
Now E2 = I in M(,)(H) and F2 = I in M n (Z), so both matrices are 
(3) 
unimodular. Compaiing (E W,, ,F)( R, S) with WT-, n- ,(R”, SC), we need 
to show that for all R 2 S, 
m( V, R”) + m( V, S) + m(R, S) + (n - r)s - m(S’, R”) (mod 2). 
But this follows immediately from the fact that 
m( V, R’) + m( V, S) - m(R, S) - m(Sc, R”) = m(R” v S, S) + m(R” u S, R’) 
= IR”I 15’1 = (n - Y)S. 
Therefore EWr3,F= WT-8s,n-,.. j 
THEOREM 3.2. Let n > r > s 3 0, and let p be a prime. 
(i) Suppose Y + s Gn. 
(a) rf 2 1 r - s, then the rank of W,,.(n) modulo p is 
zT ((f)-(in2)) 
where T= {O<ids: 2 1 s-iandpj(j:I$)}. 
(b) Ij” 2 J r - s, then the mod p rank of W,, Jn) is equal to the 
mod p rank of W,- 1, &n - 1) as described in (a). 
(ii) If r f s 3 n, then the mod p rank of W,, s(n) is equal to the mod p 
rank of W,- s,n+,.(n) as described in part (i). 
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Proof Part (i) follows immediately from Theorem3.1.  Part  (ii) 
follows from Proposit ion 3.6 and the fact that r+s>~n if and only if 
n-s+n- r<~n.  | 
4. THE KERNEL OF ~(a): a = 2~xp' 
In this section we use Theorem 3.2 to examine the kernel of 5 (") when a 
is even and tH(a/2)[=l.  In this case, a=2o T'  for some t>~0 and 
e { 1, ..., p -  ! }. The following theorem, which is the mod p analogue of 
Theorem 1 in [2] ,  gives us the values of n for which ker f i~)=im ,~(b) ~k- -b  
(where b is as in Fact 2.4). We shall assume that n > 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let t ,k  >~O, let o:e {1, ..., p -1}  and n= lV[. Let a= 2~p ~ 
and b= 2flp' where f l=p-o~. Then ker ~(~)¢ im ~(ka~_ b i f  and only if  n>~k 
and 2k - b < n < 2k + a. 
Proof For integers r and s, define 
t E " /n  ~0, if n>r>~s>>.Oand2]r -s ,  otherwise, 
~(~ °/2~t Let w r s(n) denote the modp where T= {O <~ i <<, s: 2 ] s -  i and p ~ t( _~)/2jj. 
rank of W,. ,(n). Then if 2 [ r - s, Theorem 3.2 states that 
f U .... if r+s4n,  wrs = (4.1) ' ~u . . . . . . . . .  if r+s>~n. 
By linear algebra, we know that dim Ck = ('qkJ-- dim(ira 6(k ~)) + dim(ker fi(k")). 
It is also clear that dim(ira ~(k ")) = Wk+~,k and dim(ira ~k-b~'~(b) ~ = Wk, k--~. SO 
dim(ker ~k'~(")~J = (~) -  Wk+<k. NOW Fact 2.3 implies that im fi(kb)_b _ ker 6(k ~). 
So comparing dimensions, 
imf(kb) b=kerg(k  ~) if and only if Wk, k b=(k) - -Wk+a,k .  (4.2) 
Let M(k)  = max{j :  k - Lj /2Ja - r j /2 ]b  >~ 0}. Now uk+a k = Y,i~ r, ((7) - 
n • • (k  + a - -  0 /2  " (k  u+ a - -  i ) /2  where T 0~<t~<k 2 k rand  But ( , -2 ) )  o={ : I - p* (  ~-,)/2 )}- pg(  ~-,)72 ) 
if and only if res( (k- i ) /2 ,  a /2)# 0, and this occurs precisely when i=k -  
L j /2 ja -g j /2qb-e  for some even j  and some even ce  {0, 1 ..... b -1} .  It 
follows that 
~(k) ( ) u~+a,k = ~ (_1) j n 
j=o k - k j /2 ja  - [ - j /2 -qb  " (4.3) 
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In a similar way, we can verify that Uk, k b = Z~=(f ) ( -- 1 )J--1 ( k-- t_j/2~,," --Fj/Zqb)" 
Hence, 
Uk+a,k-l-Hk, k_b=(n .~ for all k~>0. (4.4) \ x /  
We can interchange a and b to get 
(n) 
blk+b,k ~- blk, k--a ~ k 
for all k~>0. (4.5) 
If n>~2k +a,  then by (4.1), Wk+a,k=Uk+a,k and Wk, k_b=Uk,  k ~,. There- 
W n fore Wk+, ,k+ k,k--b = (k), which implies (by (4.2)) that im o(kb)_b ker 6(k ~). 
Now suppose that n<~2k-b .  Then (4.1) implies that Wk+a,k = 
U, k~n--(k+,) and Wk, k_h=U,,_(k_b) , , ,_k .  Therefore, by (4.5), we again 
obtain the desired equality: 
Wk, k--b -4- Wk+a, k = U(n--k)+b, (n--k) -[- U(n--k), (n--k)--a 
H- -  
If n <k, then it is clear that im 6~b)_ b= ker 6~ a)= 0. 
It remains to examine n ~ (2k - b, 2k + a) where n >~ k. Suppose n is in 
this interval. Then (4,1) implies that Wk, k_b=blk, k_b while Wk+a,k = 
Wn_k ,n_k_a=Un_k ,n_k_ , .  Therefore, by (4.4), Wk+a,~+Wk, _b=(~)  if 
and only if Un_k , , _k_a=Uk+~,k .  In a way similar to the derivation of 
(4.3), we can verify that 
~(n--k)  
Hn--k,n -k -a~ 2 
j= l  
~r(n --k) 
= E 
j= l  
( _ l ) J _ l  ( n ) 
n - k - F j /27a  - t _ j /2Ab  
( -1 ) ; -1  k +[ - j /27a+k j /2_ ]b  
where 2~t(n - k) = max{j: n - k - F j /2 ]a  - L j /2 Jb  >i 0}. It follows that 
blk+a,k- -b ln- -k ,n  k--a 
= ~ ( -- 1 ) J-  M(k) n 
j=0 k + [ - ( j -  M(  k ) ) /2~a + [_ ( j -  M(  k ) )/2_Jb " 
Let f (n ,k )=uk+a,k (n) - -un_k ,n_k_ , (n ) .  We use induction on n to show 
that if n ~> k and 2k - b < n < 2k + a, then f (n ,  k)  > O, which implies that 
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im g(b) 6(fl( ~_b ~ker  For n = 1,f(1, 1 )=f (1 ,  0 )= 1 >0.  For n >~2, we can use 
rt--1 the fact that (~)=("~)+(~_1) ,  to conclude (even in the cases where 
M(k) CM(k -  1) and/or ~I(n -k )  ¢ 3~r(n - 1 -k ) )  that 
f(n, k) = f(n - 1, k) + f(n -- 1, k-  1) 
The rest of the proof  amounts to checking that for n~>2k, we have 
f (n  - 1, k) > 0 and f (n  - 1, k - 1 ) >~ 0 (with equality if and only if n - 1 = 
2(k - 1 ) + a, while for n <~ 2k, f (n  - 1, k - 1 ) > 0 and f (n  - 1, k) >~ 0 (with 
equality if and only if n - 1 = 2k - b or n - 1 < k). The verification of these 
facts is left to the reader. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. | 
We also note the following fact about the kernel of ~(~): 
FACT 4.1. For all n >~ 1, ker fi(k ~) = im fi(kl~ 1. 
Proof By Fact 2.3, ker fi(kl)___ im c~(kl)_l. Comparing dimensions, we find 
that dim(ker fi~l)) _ (~)_  w~+l, k(n) = (~)_  Wk, k(n_  1) = (~)_  ( ,~1)~ = (k-1),n-1 
while dim(imfi(~l) = Wk, k_ l (n)=wk_ l ,  k ~(n-- 1)=("-1~_1). I 
5. THE KERNEL OF ~(a): GENERAL a 
We now examine the kernel of fi(a) for any a and also discuss a 
generalization of Theorem2 from [2].  Let a>~l. Suppose H([_a/2J)= 
{ tx, t2, ..., tr} where 0 ~< tl < t2 < ... < tr. Then the base p expansion of 
la/2J  has the form ~2~= 10~iP '~ where 0~iE { 1 ..... p -  1} for each L For each 
i~ { 1, ..., r}, let ai = 2o~ip tiand set a o = 0 if a is even, ao = 1 if a is odd. Then 
a=~2~_oa~. For each i e {1,..., r}, let bi=2flip t~ where fl~=p-oci. Let 
b o = a o. Then we have the following rood p analogue to Theorem 3 from 
[2]: 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose ~ Ck and n >~2(k+a) -ar .  
(i) For a even, 
fi(")~ = 0 if and only if ~ = ~ fi(bi)~ i for some ~ ' Kis. 
i=1 
(ii) For a odd, 
c~(")~ 0 if and only if ~ = ~ (~(bi)J~ i for some ^ ' = K i  s. 
i=0 
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Proof The "if" statement of (i) and (ii) follows immediately from 
Fact 2.3. To prove the "only if" statement of (i) and (ii) we shall use 
double induction on r and k. The case k = 0 is clear since here f i (a~ = 0 
only if ~ = 0, in which case we set/£i  = 0 for all i. If r = 0, then a = 1 and 
the situation is covered by Fact4.1. For r= l ,  statement (i) holds 
true by Theorem4.1.  If  a is odd, then d(al)(d(a°)~)=d(a°+~)~=O. 
Since d(a°)~ e Ck+a0 and n >~ 2(k + a) - al = 2(k + ao) + al,  we can apply 
Theorem4.1 to get fi(a°)~=d(bx)P for some PeCk+o0-b~. Hence, 
d(b°+b~)f'=d(b°)(d(a°)~) =0,  and since ao<bl, we can use induction on k 
to get /~= d(o°)/~ o + c~(al)x~l . So ,  c~(a0)~ = c~(bl)F = C~(bl)(C~(a0)/~r0). Therefore, 
fi(a0~(~ _ fi(bl)9o ) = 0. Hence, by Fact 4.1, d - 6(b~/I o= 6(b°~f£ o for some/£o. 
Setting /~1 = A~0 gives the result. 
Now, fixing an r ~> 2 and k ~> 1, assume that (i) and (ii) hold whenever 
IH(la/2l)[ <r, and that for [H(la/2l)[ =r, the statements hold true for 
all deC j  whenever j<k .  Let a be such that ]H(Ia/2J)[=r and n~> 
2(k + a) -a r .  Let d e Ck be such that f i (a~=0.  Let c=ao + a~ + ... + a~ ~. 
CLAIM. For every E e{1,...,r} there is a ~ such that fi(~d= 
r-1 ^ 
Proof of Claim. For #e {0 .... , r}, let 27¢ represent Z~- )  a~+b~. First, 
we produce /~. We have 6(~(0(~)G) =res(a J2 ,  [_c/2J) fi(~+~)~= 
res(a~/2, [_c/2_J) fi (~  = 0. Since n >/2(k + a) - a~ = 2(k + c) + a~, Theorem 4.1 
implies the existence of a /~ such that fi(~G = 6(b~/~ = 6(r~/~. Now assume 
for a fixed l~<m~<r-1  that we have B~ for (=m+l ,m+2 ..... r. By 
hypothesis, there is a B,~+~ such that f i (~  = 3(~:m+l)l~m + ~. Since m ~< r - -1 ,  
res(bm/2, am~2) = 0 implies that res (bm/2, [c/2l) = 0. Therefore, we have 
1 
(~(bm ÷ ~m+ l) j~m + 1 = (~(bm)( (~(~m+ l)j~m + l)  
res(b~/2, 27m+ a/2) 
1 
-- res(bm/2, 27m+ ~/2) 
res(bm/2 , [ c/2J) f i (b~+~=0"  
= res(b~/2, 27m + ~/2) 
We now use the induction hypothesis to conclude that 
J~m + 1 = 6(am)Am ~- ¢~(bm+ l)Arn + 1 ~- " '"  ~- 6(b~- ~)A~- 1+ 6(~)A~ • 
More specifically, /~m+~ e C(~+~0+ ... +a~-b~), and we have that 
) ) 2 k+ ~, a~-b~ +(bm+Z'm+~)  -b~=2(k+c+bm)-b~ 
.= t 0 
-- 2(k + c) + 2bm - b~. 
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Since m < r, we have a~ + b~ = 2p .p"  = 2p t'+ ~ > 4(p - o%) p~ = 2b m. Hence, 
2(k + c) + 2b m - b~ < 2(k + c) + a~ ~ n. So if m > 1, we can use induction on 
r to get the result. I f  m= 1, then /~2 is in C(~+ao+~_b~ ~ and k+ao+a ~ - 
b,.<k, so we can use induction on k to get the result. Now let 
/3m = res(a,~/2, Xm+ 1/2) Am. Then 
(~(c)~ ~--- ~(Sm+l) j~ m+ 1 
= ~(Zm+~)(6(~')Am + fi(~+')Am + ~ + ... + fi(~ ~)A~_ ~ + fi(~)A~) 
as desired. This proves the claim. 
If  a is even, a o=0.  By the claim, we know there is a ~ such that 
~(c)~ = f i (Z' l )~l  = fi(c +br)A~l. Hence, fi(~)( Cr- (1/res(c/2, b~/2)) fi(b~B1) = O. 
So, by induction on r, there exist /~  ..... /~,._~ such that ~-  
(1Ires(c/2, b~/2)) 6(b~)B I -- ~- 1 Y', =lfi(b,)/~. Letting /(,. = (1Ires(c~2, b~/2))/~1, 
we have that ~ = Z~= 1 fi(b~)I£~ . 
If a is odd, then a o = 1, and arguments imilar to those used in the proof  
of the claim yield a/~o such that 
Again we have c~(~)(~-(1/res((c - 1)/2, b~/2))8(~)~o)=0 and can use 
induction on r to get (~- (1 / res ( (c -1 ) /2 ,  b~/2))~(~)~ o ,.-1 = Z;=o ~(~')/~. 
Letting/£~ = (1/res((c - 1)/2, bff2))/~o, we have ~ =ZT=o fi(~)/~- | 
We now examine what happens when ~f i ( " ' )~=0 and thereby 
generalize Theorem 2 from [ 2 ]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 0~t l<t2<- . -<t r .  For each iE {1, ..., r} /et ~,.~ 
{ l, ..., p -  1}, a i = 2c~ip t~, and let ~i~ C~_~. For each i, let bi= 2flip '~ where 
(i) Let IV[ =n>~2(k +b) -2b l -b~ (where b=Z~=l  hi). Then 
S~i=l 6(~e)G i = 0 if and only if there exist I?2ij = -~ j i  such 
that f i(~)~ = Zj~.t.. j~ fi(~+aJ)~o-fo r each i. (5.l) 
(ii) Let ao=bo=l ,  b=Z~=ob~,  and let ~o~Ck_,o .  Let n~ 
2(k + b) - 2bo - b,.. Then 
52~= o6(a~)di=0 /f and only if there exist I~u= -K j l  such 
that O(a')d i = ~;~.t.,j ~ i ~("' + aJ)I£ij for each i. (5.2) 
582a/70/2-2 
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Proof We first prove part (i) using induction on r. The case r = 1 is 
clear. So, suppose the desired conclusion holds true for all values less than 
some fixed r>~ 2. Let d= 5~7=2 b;. Then Z~=I &(a~)~i= 0 implies that 
r 
O=6(a)O=,~(a)Q~=l,~("i)di)=6(a)(6(a')~l)=res(d, 2)&(a+"l)dl, 
which implies that ,~(a+al)dl = 0. Since d~ ~ Ck_~l and n ~> 2(k + b) - 2ba - 
b, = 2(k + d) - b, = 2( (k -  aa) + (d+ a~)) - b,, Theorem 5.1 implies that 
there exist P[s such that d l= 6(<)/~ +~7=2 &("')Pc. Therefore, 
0 = ~ (~(ai)~i=(~(al)~ t -]- ~, (~(ai)C i 
i=1  i=2 
= ~ (~(al)((~(ai)Fi)-~- ~ (~(ai)G i 
i=2  i=2 
= ~ a(~')(a("')P,+ C3. 
i=2  
Now n>~2(k+b)-2ba-b,=2(k+d)-b~>>.2(k+d)-2b2-b,. So, y 
the induction hypothesis, there exist/~u = -/~j.~ such that 
j~l,i 
for every i t  {2 ..... r}. Now let 
Ru=_Rji= res -~-, /~m, if (i,j)=(l,m),m¢l, 
~./~u, if i, j ¢ 1. 
Then (5.1) is easily verified for this choice of Kv's. 
The proof of (ii) is essentially the same, except we find/~'s such that 
~ a(~')(a(~0)P, + C~) = O. 
i=1  
Also, instead of using induction on r, we simply refer to (i) to produce/~v's 
such that 
a(°')(a(a0)P,+ C,) = y~ a(a'+~)/~/j 
j~o,i 
for everyi~{1 .... , r}. Then we set 
i~ij=__i~ji={~'m, if (i,j)=(O,m),m•O 
/10, if i, jvLO. | 
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Let x e 7/with Lx/2 l  written in base p as Lx/2 l  =~2e~>o Lx /2 J ( f ) f  and 
let )~ = 0 if x is even and Y = 1 if x is odd. Then define x v y by 
x v y := z where ~= max{)~, j7} 
and (5.3) 
[2J  (E) = max {[21 (~), [2 j  (~)} for all ~>0.  
THEOREM 5.2. Let a l ,a  2 ..... ar>~0, and let Gg~Ck , , fo r  each i. Let 
H([_al/2J) u ... ~ H([_aff2J) = {tl, t2 ..... ts} where O<~tl < t2< ... < G. 
Let to = O. Let s = 1 if all the a~'s are even, and s = 0 otherwise. Let [ V[ = 
n~>2(k+Z~= ~2(p-  1)p '¢ ) -4 (p -  1 )pt ' -2 (p  - 1)p% Then 
Y~=~ cS(~)d~ = 0 if  and only i f  there exist Ig2~j = -~j~ such 
that, 6(ai )d i  = ~-~js.t.,j%i (~(ai v ~j)~isfor each i. (5.4) 
Proof  We shall use double induction on Z a~ and k. First, suppose 
ai = 0 for some i, say al = 0. Then setting /~0 = -/(si  = -~s  if i=  1, j > 1, 
and /~u = 0 otherwise clearly yields the desired result. So we shall assume 
that ai > 0 for all i. The case 22 a~ = 1 is trivial as is the case k -- 0. If r = 1, 
the result is also clear. 
Looking at the general case, suppose ag=a s for some iC j ,  say al =a2.  
Then 
~(a2)(dl ~- d2) ~- 2 (~(ai) a i  = O. 
i>~3 
Hence, by induction on 22 ai, there exist 17V U for i, j ~ 1 such that 
and for i ~> 3, 
Now let 
+ d2) = Z v aj) ¢¢2j 
j>~3 
j• l , i  
t 
~/u ,  i f  i , j¢l,  
R/ j=- / ( j i=  ~1, if (i, j)  = (1, 2), 
(.0, if i=1 , j¢2 .  
Then it is easily verified that (5.4) holds for these choices. Thus, we may 
assume that all the ai's are distinct. 
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Now suppose that one of the a;s can be written as a~ = 2ep '+ b where 
1 ~<e~<p- 1, b>0,  and Lb/2_l(t)=0 (thus, we have (i) ai> 1 and (ii) a~ 
odd or Ig([_aj2_l)l > 1). Say this true for al. Then (1/res(oT t,Lb/2j)) 
5(2=Pl)(5(b)~l) + Y,i_>->2 ~("*)Gi = 0. So, by induction on X ag, there exist 
gz/j _- _ ~ i  such that 
1 6(2~/~ca (b~ ~= y~ a(2=P'~J}g7 v (5.5) 
res(~p', Lb/2J) t V'l) y~>2 
and for i ~> 2, 
y~l , i  
By (5.5) and Theorem 4.1, there exists an P such that 
1 
res(~p t, Lb/2J) 
1 fi (2~p t v aj - 2c(pt) ~Zl j  = (~ (2flpt)~, 
- ~ res(~p', L(2~p' v -2ocp')/2J)  j~2  aj 
where / /=p-0~.  We now use induction on k, to conclude that there exist 
~j. such that 
1 5(b)~ -'~'6(bv2flpt)~flO"~- E (~(bv(2~xptvaj--2c(pt))~flJ 
res(c~p', Lb/2J) VJl j>~2 
= ~(b v 2flpt)~_fl 0 .jr E 6~(al v aj--2czpt)~l j 
j>~ 2 
and for i > 1, 
1 
res(c~p', L(2~p' v a~-  2~pt)/2J) 
= (~((2~xp t v a i - -  2o~p t) v 2flpt)~Ti 0 _~_ fi(ai v al--2o~p t) ~Jil 
"-}- E a(2°tptvaivaj--2°:Pt)~ftJ" 
j# l , i  
Therefore 
6(a l ) [~ l  - -  res(~p', j>~2 ~" 1y/ 
= y, res ap t, 2 ~(a~ ,,~s)~fTv, 
j>~2 
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and for i>  1, (by (5.6)), 
~(~#i=a(~'~/~+ y, a (~ 
j~ l , i  
1 
res(~p t, [_(2~p t v ai--2o(pt)/2J) 
d(2~.pt)(d(2o~pt v a i -- 2o:pt)1/17 ~ ^ × 
j¢ l , i  
=res  c~p ~, c~(~" <)Uil + ~ 6(~ a~Wij 
j ¢ l , i  
+ ~ res @pt, [2c@ v a~ v2 aj--2°cPtj) ~(2~p''~a~v'')g~-i~" 
j g - l , i  
For i, j ¢ 1, define 
c U := 2o~p t v a~ v aj -- a i v aj. 
If we choose 
( ~ res(~p', L(27p' v a~ v ai-2~zp')/2_j) 
I / t l a lva j -2~P t l \  ^ 
( res  ~0~p, [ ~ J )U~,  
if i , j ¢  l 
if i=  1, j>  1, 
then one can verify that (5.4) holds for this choice of Ru's. Therefore, we 
may assume that any a i> 1 has the form ai=2~ip t', and so we have 
reduced the problem to the one covered by Lemma 5.1. This completes the 
proof  of the theorem. | 
6. Tim COHOMOLOGY GROUPS H~, a 
Write La/2J and Lb/2_J in base p. Let La/2J=b2j>~oLa/2J(j)pJ and 
Lb/2J = Zj>o Lb/2J(j) p J, where La/2J(j), Lb/2J(j) ~ {0, 1 .... , p - 1} for all 
j. Let d = 0 if a is even, and d = 1 if a is odd. Define /~ similarly. Then, by 
Fact 2.3, fi(a~ofi(b~=0 if and only if (i) ab is odd, or (ii) La/2J(j)+ 
Lb/2J(j) >~p for some j. We shall examine the cohomology groups H < a_  
k - -  
ker fi(ka~/im vk-b,'~(b~ particularly for the case where condition (ii) is satisfied. 
We know that dim(H~' a) dim(ker (a~ • • (b) n = ~k )--dxm(lm ~/~-b) = ( (k) - -wk+a,k) -  
Wk, k b. SO we need to use Theorem 3.2 to study Wk+a,k and Wk,  k_  b .  
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FACT 6.1. For general a, 
(i) i f  n>>.2k+a, then 
(,1( ) Wk+a'k= ~ i i - -2+d ' i ET  
where T= {0 ~< i~< k: 2 [ k- i  and ( (k - i ) /2 ) ( j )+( (a -d ) /2 ) ( j )  < p for all j}; 
(ii) i f  n<~2k +a, then 
where T' = { 0 <<. i <~ n - k: 2 [ n - k - i and ((a - 6)/2)(j) <<. ((n - k - i)/2)(j) 
for all j}.  
Proof Suppose n ~> 2k + a. If a is even, then w k + a. k = ~2; ~ To ('~) -- (i -~ 2) 
(k  + a -- i ) /2]  where To = {0 ~< i ~< k: 2 ] k - i and p ~ t (k+~- i)/2~/ But p ~ ( if and \ (k - - i )~2  ] J "  (k - - i )~2  ,' 
only if res ( (k -  i)/2, a/2) ~ 0 if and only if ( (k -  i)/2)(j) + (a/2)(j) <p for all 
j. If a is odd, then Wk+~,k(n)=wk+~--1, k (n - -1 )=~i~T i (~T1)  -(i-2),~-1 
(k+a 1--g)/2~t But ( " -1 ) -  where Tl=-{O<~i<<.k:2[k- i  and PX( (k-i)~2 )j. 
n - -1  n { (k  + a - -1  i ) /2~ (i--2) (n7 1) -t- (n£~ n--l) {n--1 = ) - ( i -1  -~g-2)=(~) - ( i -D ,  while PX~ (k-,}/2 J 
if and only if ((k - i)/2)(j) + ((a - 1)/2)(j) <p  for all j. This completes the 
proof  of part (i). 
Now assume n ~< 2k + a. If we substitute n - k - a for k in the proof  of 
(i), then all statements remain true (since n<<.2k+a implies that 
n ~> 2(n - k - a) + a). Therefore, we have 
n 
where T~= {O~E <<.n-k -a :  2 ] n -k -a -E  and ( (n -k -a - / ) /2 ) ( j )+  
( (a -d ) /2 ) ( j )  <p for all j}. I fa  is even, then 2[n -k -a -E  if and only if 
2 ] n - k - E, and ((n - k - a - / ) /2 ) ( j )  + (a/2)(j) <p for all j if and only if 
(a/2)(j) <~ ( (n -k -#) /2 ) ( j )  for all j. If E>n-k -a ,  then it is clear that 
this last condition does not hold. So setting i = ~ gives the desired result. 
If a is odd, then 2]n -k -a -~ if and only if 2 [n -k - ( [+ l ) ,  while 
((n - k -  a - E)/2)(j) + ( (a -  1)/2)(j) <p  if and only if ((a - 1)/2)(j) ~< 
((n -- k - 1 - ~)/2)(j) = ((n - k - (E + 1 ))/2)(j). So setting i = f + 1 gives the 
desired formula. This completes the proof  for (ii). | 
FACT 6.2. For general b, 
(i) i f  n~ 2k -b ,  then 
where S = {0 <~ i <<. k: 2 ] k - i and ((b - b)/2)(j) ~< ((k - i)/2)(j) for all j}; 
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(ii) i f  n<<.2k-b, then 
Wk'k-b = Wn--k+b'~--k = ~ i - -2+ 
i~S' 
where S' = {0 <~ i ~ n - k: 2 I n - k - i and ((n - k - i)/2)(j) + ((b - b)/2)(j) 
<p for all j}. 
Proof  The proof of part (ii) is essentially the same as that of Fact 6.1, 
part (i). The proof of part (i) is the Same as part (ii) of Fact 6.1. | 
We are now ready to give a formula for H~' a 
FACT 6.3. Suppose fi(a) o c~(b)= O. Let T, T', S, and S' be as in Facts 6.1 
b,a~ b,n,k)  and 6.2. Then H k = (Z/(p))  d(a' where 
d(a, b, n, k) = 
Z n -}- n 
i f  n>~2k+a, 
(:/(, ;÷b)) 
i f  n~2k-b ,  
otherwise. 
Now assume that ((a - d)/2)(j) + ((b - b)/2)( j)  >~p for some j (condition 
(ii) from Fact 2.3). If i t  T then ( (a -  d)/2)(j) + ( (k -  i)/2)(j) <p  for all j. 
Since condition (ii) holds, we must have ( (b -b) /2 ) ( j )> ((k- i ) /2)( j )  for 
some j, which implies that i(~S. Thus S c~ T=25, and similarly, 
S'c~ T '= 25. This leads us to the following generalization of Theorem 5 
from [2]: 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose (( a -- d)/2)(j) + ((b - b)/2)(j) >~ p for some ~L and 
n(~(2k-b ,  2k+a) .  Let T, T ' ,S ,  and S' be as in Facts6.1 and 6.2, and 
let P= {0~<i~k: 21k- i  , ( (k - i ) /2 ) ( j )+( (a -d ) /2 ) ( j )>~p for some • and 
( (b -  b)/2)(j) > ( (k -  i ) /2)( j ) for  some j},  and P '= {0 <<, i <~ n-k :  2 I n -k - i ,  
((a - d)/2)(j) > ((n - k - i)/2)(j) for some j, and ( (n -k - i ) /2 ) ( j )  + 
((b -/~)/2)(j) >~ p for  some j}.  Then H~'a_~ (2~/(p) ) d(°'b'''k) where 
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(i) i f  n >~ 2k + a, then 
d(a ,b ,n ,k )= ~ i -2  +d - 
,~P i~r -1  i -2  
+b(~, (n . ) - ( in l )  ) .  
i eS  \ l /  
(ii) i f  n <~ 2k - b, then 
Proof. 
(:) (n) (n)) 
d(a ,b ,n ,k )= ~, - i -2  +d -- 
~e '  i ' i - -1  
i ' i - -1  i - -2  
We simply use Facts 6.1 and 6.2 along with the observation that 
k - -  i even  
n - -  k - -  i even  
Let us consider an example. Suppose a = 16, b = 4, n = 32, k = 7, and 
p=3.  Then d=/S=0,  a /2=2.3°+2.3  1, and b /2=2.3  °. So (a /2) (0)+ 
(b/2)(0) = 4 ~>p. Also n >~ 2k + a. One can verify that T= {7} and S = {3}. 
Hence P = {1, 3, 5, 7} \ (S  vo r )= {1, 5}. Therefore, H 4' 16~ (Z/(3))d where 
. _ (32)_  (32)  d=Y. /~e(7) - (~-2) -  s 3 +(312)' On the other hand, if a=17 
instead, then d=l .  Therefore H4'17~(77/(3)) d where d=32i~e(~) -  
- + - ( "  = _ (~-2)  Z,~( / - "~)  ,-2) (362) (332)+(312). 
7. THE CASE p = 2 
We now examine the case p = 2, which was covered in Chung and 
Graham's  paper [2].  Since -1  = 1 in 77/(2), we may regard this case from 
a slightly different perspective. Because orientation is irrelevant, we may 
identify each .g~ Vk with its underlying set X and d e Ck with a sum of 
k-sets, G~ Then each G ~ Ck can be viewed as a k-uniform hypergraph (also 
known as a k-graph; see [ 1 ]). 
In addition, the definition of d (a) can be modified so that no signs are 
involved. Working with the "unsigned" definition of d (a~, one can use 
Wilson's Theorem [12] to prove the four theorems in [2] ,  in much the 
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same way as we used Theorem 3.2 to prove Theorems 4.1, 5.1, 5.2, and 6.1. 
However, we shall prove Theorems 1-3 and 5 in [ 2 ] by showing that they 
are special cases of the above-mentioned theorems. 
THEOREM 1 (Chung and Graham[2]) .  Let t,k>~O. Let a=U and 
n=lVl. 
(i) For a= 1, ker f~O)=imf i~) , fo r  all n>>. 1. 
(ii) For a > 1, ker ~") ¢ im ~k-a's(~) /f and only i fn  >>. k and 2k - a < n < 
2k + a. 
Proof  Part( i)  follows from Fact4.1 while part(i i) follows from 
Theorem 4.1. | 
Now, for the case p = 2, we shall write B(a) instead of f l(a). Assume 
B(a) = {tl,  t2, ..., t~} where 0~< t~ < t2< -.. < t~. For each i~ {1,..., r} let 
a i = 2 ti. Then a = ~_  I a i .  
TrmOREM 3 [2]. Suppose G is a k-graph on n>~2(k+a) -a~ vertices. 
Then 
fi(~)G = 0 i f  and only i f  G = ~ fi("~)K i for  some Ki's. 
i - -1  
Proof  Theorem 3 is clearly a special case of Theorem 5.1. | 
Suppose two numbers x and y are written in binary, i.e., x = 5Zj~>0 x( j )2;  
and y=Zj>~oy( j )2  j where x( j) ,  y( j )~{0,  1} for all j. Then it is not 
hard to see that the definition of x v y given by (5.3) is equivalent to the 
following: 
x v y := z where z( j )  = max{ x(j) ,  y(j)}, j/> 0. 
LEMMA 212].  LetO<~t~<t2<. . .  <t~.Foreach i~{1 ....,r} l e ta~=2 ''
and let G~ be a (k-a~)-graph on [V l=n>~2(k+a) -2a l -a~ver t i ces  
(where a = Z~-  1 ai). Then 
~= 1 fi(O~)Gi = 0 i f  and only if  there exist K o. = Kji such that 
fi(~t)Gi = ~ j  ~.t..j ~ i ~(~ + ~J)Kii for  each i (7.1) 
THEOREM 2[-2]. Suppose a l ,a2 , . . . ,a~O and B(a l )•  ... uB(ar )= 
{ tl, t2, ..., G}, where 0 <. tl < t 2 < . . .  < t,. Let Gi be a (k -  ai)-graph on V 
with [V[ =n~>2(k+~=12t~) -2t~+~-2t ' .  Then 
~i= 1 fi(a')Gi = 0 i f  and only i f  there exist K U = K:i such that 
•(a i )G i  = ~js.t.,j~i (~(ai v aj)K~ fo r each i. (7.2) 
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Proof Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 follow from Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.2, 
respectively. | 
We now move on to Theorem 5. First, we restate Facts 6.1 and 6.2 in a 
slightly different form. 
FACT 7.1. For general a, 
(i) i f  n )2k+a,  then 
where R = {0 <<. i <<. k: B(a) ~ B(k - i) = ~};  
(ii) i f  n <<. 2k + a, then 
where R'= {0~<i<~n-k :  B(a)~_B(n -k - i )} .  
Proof If n1>2k+a,  then looking at Fact 6.1 (i), ( (k - i ) /2 ) ( j )+  
((a - c~)/2)(j) < 2 for all j if and only if B((k - i)/2) c~ B((a -- c~)/2) = ~Z~. 
Suppose a is even. Then for 0 ~<i<~k such that 2[k - i ,  B ( (k - i ) /2 )n  
B( a/2 ) = ~ if and only if B( a ) c~ B( k - i) = ~ and B( a ) c~ B( k - ( i - 1 )) = ~.  
If a is odd, then for 2 [k - i ,  B( (k - i ) /2 )c~B( (a -1 ) /2 )= ~ if and only if 
B(a) ~ B(k -  i) = ~ and B(a) ~ B(k -  ( i -  1)) = {0} # ~.  This proves 
part (i). 
If n ~< 2k + a, then ((a - d)/2)(j) <~ ((n - k - i)/2))(j) for all j if and only 
if B( (a -d ) /2 )~B( (n - -k - i ) /2 ) .  Looking at even a: for 2 In -k - i ,  
B (a /2 )~_B( (n -k - i ) /2 )  if and only if B(a)~_B(n -k - i )  and B(a)c_ 
B(n -k - ( i -  1)). If a is odd, then B( (a -  1)/2) ~_B( (n -k - i ) /2 )  if and 
only if B(a)~B(n-k - i )  and B(a)~_B(n -k - ( i -1 ) ) .  This proves 
part (ii). | 
FACT 7.2. For general b, 
(i) i f  n>~ 2k-b ,  then 
Wk, k - -b=i~O(~) - - ( in l )  ' 
where Q = { 0 <~ i <. k: B(b) ~_ B(k - i) } ; 
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(ii) if n <~ 2k-  b, then 
iEQ' 
where Q' = {0 ~<i<~n-k: B(b) ~ B(n -k - i )  = ~}.  
FACT 7.3. Suppose fi(~)o6(b)=O. Let R, R', Q, and Q' be as in Facts7.1 
b,a~ n,k) and 7.2. Then H k = (Z / (2 ) )  d(a'b' where 
(k ) - ( i~R (~) - ( in  1 ) ) - ( i~o  (~) -  ( in  1))  ' 
if n >~ 2k + a, 
d (a ,b ,n ,k )= (~) -Q~,  ( : ) - ( i~ l ) ) -Q~,  ( : ) - ( in l ) )  ' 
i f  n <~ 2k-b ,  
otherwise. 
It is readily seen that Fact 2.3 reduces to 6(a)o6 (b)=O if and only if 
B(a) c~ B(b)¢  ;~. Given a, b, and k such that B(a)c~ B(b)¢  ~,  it is clear 
that B(b) ~_ B(k - i) only if B(a) c~ B(k -- i) ~ ;2~. Thus, R c~ Q = ~,  and 
similarly, R'c~ Q'= ~.  Combining this with Fact 7.3 yields the following 
result: 
THEOREM 5 [2]. Suppose that B(a) c~ B(b) ~ ~ and n (~ (2k - b, 2k + a). 
Let I={O~i<<.k :B(a)  c~B(k - i )~3 and B(b) ~ B(k - i )}  and let 
I' = {0 <. i <~ n - k: B( a ) ~ B( n - k - i) and B( b ) ~ B( n -- k - i) ~ ~j } . Then 
b,a~ b,n,k) H k = (Z/(2)) d(a' , where 
i - i -1  ' i f  n>~2k+a, 
i , i - i -1  ' if n<~2k-b .  
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In [2, 3], Chung and Graham present some applications of the fi(°)'s to 
their work with quasi-random hypergraphs. It would be natural to ask if 
there are any similar applications for the more general version of the fi(a)'s 
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discussed in this paper. I am also not sure what the correct bounds on n 
are for Theorem 5.2 to hold true. 
Our investigation takes place in the context of the Boolean lattice. It 
may be interesting to see if the concept of the operators 6 (~ could be 
extended in some way to other lattices such as the lattice of subspaces of a 
finite-dimensional vector space, the partition lattice, and the Dowling lattice. 
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